= \\P~oil f°r all P and Ç in S), Condition (4) S contains a rest point r (i.e., T(x)r = r for all x^O). The purpose of this paper is to define a set {7^1x^0} of functions in terms of the functions A ¡ in such a way that the functions Ix generate the semigroup. The main results follow. This theorem may be compared to a result found recently by Shinnosuke Ôharu [4] , who considered 5 to be a Banach space and assumed conditions which implied Conditions (1), (2), (3), and (5). For a nonlinear semigroup with these properties he found the following.
Theorem
3. Let {r(x)|x^0} be a semigroup as described above, and let A be the infinitesimal generator such that for some xo > 0, the range of I-XoA is dense in S. Then for every x>0, there exist the function (I -xA)~~l and its unique extension L(x) onto S, which is nonexpansive, and T(x) is represented by lim L(x/n)np = T(x)p n-»• for each x ^ 0 and each p in S.
If a semigroup satisfies the assumptions for both Theorem 3 and (iii) of Theorem 2, then Ix = L(x) for x=ï0. However, Theorem 2 does not assume that for some x>0, the range of I-xA is dense in S, and also Theorem 2 does not state that the collection {Ix \ x à 0} is unique.
The proof of Theorem 2 will be developed by a sequence of lemmas, for which 5 is finite-dimensional and Conditions (l)- (4) are assumed. Lemma 1. If p is in S and x>0 and \ S,},", is a sequence of positive numbers, then there is a subsequence {e¿}(™i of \b\^i such that {(I-xA,i)~1p}".i converges to a point in S.
Proof. In [2], Neuberger has a short proof that for x>0 and 5>0, (I-xA¡)~1 exists, has domain S, and is nonexpansive. Now there is a rest point r in S, and thus for 5>0, (I-xA¿)~lr-=r.
\\r-(I-xA,)-lp\\ = \\(I-xAt)-ir-(I-xAs)-ip\\ á||r-p||.
Then the set {(7-xA¡i)~,p\i = l, 2, • • • } is bounded, and since 5
is finite-dimensional, the lemma follows.
Lemma 2. If x>0 and {8<}<-i î5 a sequence of positive numbers converging to 0, then there is a subsequence { e<}«-i °f {8¿}<-i such that for all p in S, {(I-xAti)~lp}¡°.1 converges.
Proof. Let K = {pi, p2, • • • } be a dense subset of 5. By Lemma 1, there is a subsequence {oiij^jof {Si}^ such that {(7-xASu)~1pi}^ 1 converges. Continuing, for each «>1, a subsequence {5"t}<11 of {ôcn-iji}^ 1 can be obtained such that {(7-xAtni)~1pn}^'=l converges.
Consider the subsequence {8«}c1i of {3<}<"i. It is easily seen that for each pn in K, {(I-xAii^~lpn\i=1 converges to the sequential limit of {(I-xAtJ-'P»}?-!-For each positive integer i, let e< = 8«. Then for all q in K, {(I-xAti)~1q}¡°.l converges. Suppose p is in 5. If €>0, there is some q in K such that \\p -q\\ <e/3. There is some positive integer N such that if n>N and m>N, then \\(I-xAin)-lq-(I-xAtJ-lq\\<e/3. Since ||p-s||<e/3, it follows that ||(7-x^eJ-1p-(7-x^eJ-1ç|| <e/3 and \\(I-xAtm)-lp-(I-xAtm)-lq\\<e/3.
It follows that \\(I-xAtn)-lp-(I-xAtm)-lp\\<t, and thus {(I-xA.^p}^ is a Cauchy sequence and hence converges to a point in 5. The lemma is proved.
Lemma 3. Suppose Q is a countable subset of (0, 00) and {S¿}(" x is a sequence of positive numbers converging to 0. Then there is a subsequence {«¡}<™i of {5,},"! such that for each x in Q and each p in S, {(I -xAti)-lp\t_l converges to a point in S.
Proof. Let Q= \xi, x2, • • • } be a subset of (0, =0). By Lemma 2, there is a subsequence {5n}<11of {¿,}i"1such tha.t{(I -xiAsu)~lp}¡°.1 converges for all p in S. Then there is a subsequence {52, f/li of {Sii}i"i such that {(7-x2Asu)~1p\!°.1 converges for all p in 5. By continuing this process, which is similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 2, one can show that the subsequence {5«}f1, of {«5<}(1, has the property that for every x in Q and every pin 5, {(I-xAiii)~1p\^,1 converges. Proof. Let Q be a countable dense subset of (0, «>). By Lemma 3, there is a subsequence {e,}(11 of {5,}^! such that for all x in Q and all p in S, {(I -xAu)~1p}£.1 converges. It will be shown that for all X è 0 and all p in S, this sequence converges.
For each g in 5 and each positive integer i, let
Fq,i(x) = (7 -xAJ-^q for all x^O. Let p be in 5. From Lemma 6, the set {Fp¡i\i = í, 2, ■ • •} is equicontinuous on (0, «j). Also, for each z in the dense subset Q of (0, 00), the sequence {F",<(z) }<" ! converges. Thus it follows that for every x in (0, «>), the sequence {Fp¡i(x) }^t is a Cauchy sequence and hence converges to some point in 5. That is, for every x>0, {(7-xA,^~lp\Hi converges. Since for x = 0 the sequence clearly converges, the lemma is true, and the first statement in Theorem 2 is proved.
Consider the sequence {«}<*i given in the proof of Lemma 7 and consider the functions FSti defined in the proof. For each x^O and each p in S, let 7xp be the sequential limit of {(7-Xi4<j)-1p}i"l1. For each p in S, let Gp be the function from [O, <») into 5 defined by Gp(x)=Ixp, so that for each xS:0, Gp(x) is the sequential limit of {Fp,i(x) },*!. These functions will be used in Lemmas 8 and 9 below.
Lemma 8. For each x^O, Ix is nonexpansive.
Proof. Let x==0, and let each of p and q be in S. If t>0 there is a positive integer « such that ||(7 -x^4eJ_1p -Ixp\\ < e/2 and \\(I-xA(r)-1q -Ixq\\<6/2. From this it follows that \\lxp -Ixq\\ < ||(7 -xAJ-ip -(7 -xAJ-iq\\ + e.
Since (I-xA,n)-1 is nonexpansive, it follows that ||/xp -7i?|| <||p-?|| + e. Thus Ix is nonexpansive, and (i) of Theorem 2 is proved.
Lemma 9. For each p in S, Gp is continuous on (0, » ).
Proof. Suppose p is in 5. Since for each x>0, Gp(x) is the sequential limit of {Fp,í(x) {¡"L1, and since the set {F",<|i = l, 2, ■ • • } is equicontinuous on (0, 00), it follows that Gp is continuous on (0, 00). Since for each p in 5 and each x = 0, Ixp = Gp(x), it follows from Lemma 9 that for x>0 and p in S, \imv^xIyp = Ixp, and so (ii) of Theorem 2 is proved.
All of the above lemmas would still be true if, instead of assuming that S contains a rest point, it is assumed that for each point p in 5, {||(7-x^4j)_1p||| 5>0, x^0} is bounded above. Requiring this boundedness is a weaker condition than requiring a rest point, since if 5 contains a rest point, the above set is bounded above. However, to assume 5 contains a rest point does not appear to be a very strong condition, since if there is at least one point p in S such that gp is not one-to-one, then 5 contains a rest point. For if gP(u) =gp(v) where 0 = w<n, then setting q=gp(u) it follows that
Then, since gq(v -u) =qandv-u>0, gq is said to be periodic of period v-u, and the following result [5] of the author can be used to show that (l/(v-u))f'0~ugq is a rest point. Since 7(n_¡"_1 is nonexpansive, it follows that
(1) \\rln-tn-Al -(t»+x -tn)Ain]->p -Itn-t,-Jtn+l-tBp\\ < </2(re + 1).
Now
It*-tn-l[l -On+1-QAtJrlp and so 5"_i can be chosen to be a number in sequence E which is less than k and such that (2)
-I^-t^ll -(Wi -QA^p\\ < e/2(n + 1).
From (1) and (2) Let 8n_2 be a number in sequence E which is less than k and such that 
